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Abstract. At present, the active defense strategy based on game theory is based on the complete 

information game model. For such model cannot cope with attackers and defenders do not know each 

other's behavior problems, based on the cooperation, and incomplete information game theory is 

proposed to improve the existing strategy gains quantitative method, calculation and comprehensive 

analysis of the bayesian equilibrium. 

Introduction 

Game theory[1] has a natural close relationship with network antagonistic behavior, and can fully 

consider the balance between the dependence of the attacker and the defense strategy and the balance 

between cost and benefit. Because of this, Liang et al. [2] pointed out that the theory of game theory has 

played an important role in the field of online confrontation and is a promising research direction of 

future network security. 

K. Lye et al. [3] analyzed attacker and defender game strategy, defines the required recovery time 

after being attacked by network as earnings game model, and analyzes the network security. Xu et al. [4] 

designed and analyzed the DDoS defense system based on the complete information static game theory 

to optimize the performance of the system. Jiang Wei et al. [5] will be the process of game between the 

network attacker and defender as a game, two roles established a offensive and defensive game model, 

and presents a zero-sum and non-cooperative zero-sum game algorithm, deficiencies in using complete 

information static game model, and the network scene actual close enough. Wang Chunlei et al. [6] 

proposed a stochastic game model and used game model to analyze network survivability. Min Yu et al. 

[7] analyzed the network counterfeiting attack based on the stochastic game model. The problem of 

Wang and Min lies in the use of the complete information game model, and the state transfer probability 

function is not easy to determine. Ling wang group et al. [8] introduces dynamic game model in the 

network active defense, through the "virtual node" network attack and defense figure into the network 

game tree, the existence of the problem is that based on complete information hypothesis, and did not 

fully consider strategy yields quantitative problem. Yu-ling liu et al. [9] apply incomplete information 

static game model to worm strategy performance evaluation, the existence of the problem is not 

considering the defenders multiple types of situation, and only the pure strategy bayesian equilibrium is 

analyzed. Billy Chen et al. [10] this paper presents a model based on non-zero-sum active defense 

strategy selection method, the actual scene abstracted as the attacker, network system and legitimate 

users, the game between the deficiency also is to use the complete information static game model. 

At present, most of the defensive strategies based on game theory adopt the complete information 

game model. This kind of game model can calculate the Nash equilibrium and have the advantages of 

simple calculation according to the strategy income quantification. But when attackers and defenders do 

not know each other's behavior, the game model based on the complete information game can be very 

limited. The literature [11] in the wireless sensor network intrusion detection system and the interaction 

between the nodes is modeled as a process of static bayesian game, game result can be used to guide the 

defensive strategy against DoS attacks. The paper [12] designed the wireless sensor network clustering 

routing algorithm based on static bayesian game, and verified the effectiveness of the algorithm. 
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Literature [13] model the multi-node resource allocation process in wireless network into a static 

bayesian game process, and the bayesian equilibrium is provided with guidance for resource allocation. 

The paper [14] is to model the distributed power distribution process of multi-input multi-output 

network as the process of incomplete information game for multi-transporters, so that power 

distribution is more in line with actual demand. The above literature provides reference for the research 

of this paper. 

This article contribution is as follows: (1) this paper defenders back behavior, attack the success rate 

of existing policy gains quantitative method is improved, making strategy income quantification is more 

reasonable and accurate; (2) this paper gives a test model for attackers to distinguish between normal 

users and intruders. 

Defense Strategy Gain Quantification 

The quantification of the cost-benefit of the attacker and defender in the network is the foundation of 

the optimal defense strategy selection of the network, and its quantification is reasonable to directly 

influence the selection of the network defense strategy. Jiang wei et al. [5] put forward a method of 

cost/income quantification on the basis of summarizing various classification of attack defense strategies. 

Chen yongqiang and others propose a method for quantifying strategy cost/benefit based on intention. 

This paper improves the quantitative methods of the above strategies and makes the quantitative results 

more scientific and reasonable. 

Definition 1. Dcost (Damage cost): the cost of the loss of the system represents the degree of 

Damage to the target resource of a certain type of attack; AL (Attack Lethality): the degree of inherent 

harm to a type of Attack; AC (Attack Cost) indicates the hardware and software resources needed for an 

attacker to launch an Attack, etc. Decost (Defense cost): cost of defense is the operation cost, negative 

cost and residual cost of Defense strategy. It is generally possible to take the loss of the defender Dcost 

as the income of the attacker. See the literature [5] in detail. 

Definition 2. DR(Defense Reward): defense reward for defense against a defensive strategy. In the 

literature [5] take defensive strategy against an attack, only consider the loss of network systems from 

without considering failure, attackers defenders to counter the defense in return. Therefore, in this paper, 

the defense return is divided into two situations. 

attack success, even if the attacker had a successful attack, the defender will master relevant 

information, the attacker failed because of its defense and counterattack ability to drop, can use the 

discount factor   and '

j
DR  multiply until this time back in return. At this point, the defensive return is; 

when the attack fails, '

j
DR  indicates that the defender has the information of the attacker's identity 

and other information, and returns the attacker's backtracking and counterattack. 

Definition 3. SAR(Success Attack Rate): the probability that an attacker will Attack a successful 

Attack if the attacker or defender adopts a corresponding strategy. The literature [5] did not consider the 

success rate of attack, and the default attackers were successful, which was obviously unreasonable. 

Whether an attacker can attack a successful attack has a very strong relationship with the defender's 

ability to detect attack and defense. Therefore, the attack success rate SAR can be refined as the product 

of the defense detection rate  and the defense success rate  . Success when attacking, likely is the 

defender but the test has been successful defense failed, also may be the defender test is not successful 

cause the failure of defense, the probability (1 )   and 1  , respectively, the SAR= (1 )  +  1  . 

When an attacker fails, there is only one case where the test succeeds and the defense succeeds, and the 

success rate is equal to SAR =  . 

When the attack is successful, both sides benefit: 
'( , , ) cos

A A D A WIN
U M M T D t DR AC     

'( , , ) cos cos
D A D D LOSE

U M M T D t DR De t      

The benefits of both parties when the attack fails: 
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'( , , )
A A D A LOSE

U M M T DR AC    

'( , , ) cos
D A D D WIN

U M M T DR De t   

The success rate of the attack strategy is 
i

SAR , thus the expected revenue expectation of the two 

parties in this network scenario: 
' '( , , ) ( cos ( ) ) ( )A D

A i j A i ij e ij ij i ij ij

e

U m m t SAR D t a DR AC SAR DR AC          

' '( , , ) ( cos ( ) cos ) ( cos )A D

D i j D i ij e ij ij i ij ij

e

U m m t SAR D t a DR De t SAR DR De t          

Here, ae is the atomic attack contained in this attack strategy; i, j is the i-th action and j-th action for 

the attacker and the defender.  

The sum of the proceeds of the attacker and the defender is: 

( , , ) ( , , ) ( ) ( cos )A D A D

A i j A D i j D i i ij ij
U m m t U m m t SAR SAR De t AC       

In another network game scenario, the attacker chooses not to attack, and the defender chooses the 

defensive action D

j
m . In this scenario, the proceeds of the attacker and the defender are: 

( , , ) 0D

A j A
U not attack m t   

( , , ) ( ) cosD

D j D i i
U not attack m t SAR SAR De t     

The sum of the profits of each of the above game scenarios is: 

( , , ) ( , , ) ( ) cosD D

A j A D j D i i
U not attack m t U not attack m t SAR SAR De t      

It is easy to know from the above derivation that the sum of the game benefit of the aggressor and the 

defender is not zero, and the game is non-zero sum game, whether the attacker attacks or does not attack. 

Attackers attack to gain valuable information from defenders, who want to defend against such attacks. 

In the process, both sides need to pay the price. When the attacker does not attack, the defender is 

defensive and the defender pays the appropriate defense. 

Intrusion Detection Training Model 

The purpose of the training model is to enable the scheme to have the ability to reflect the normal or 

invasive behavior characteristics of the network. The training process is shown in Fig. 1. 
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Figure 1.  The flow chart of model training  

Through the training of the model, the system constructs the probability characteristics of different 

network behaviors and is established in the form of parameters. Set a = BC to establish a network 

behavior profile; The intrusion detection process deviates from the normal sequence or the degree of 

similarity based on the observed sequence. The test process is shown in Fig. 2. 
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Figure 2.  The flow chart of intrusion detection  

Experiments and Results  

 

Figure 3.  Attack Number VS Throughput 

The experiment environment is Windows 7 operating system. The scheme is  realized by VC 

programming. In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, we also carry out simulation 

experiment for intrusion detection method based on BP neural network. BP neural network is a well 

applied and tested machine learning method in intrusion detection system. We compare the test results 

of two methods, and the results are shown in Fig. 3.  

As can be seen from the results, the presented method is better than that of [5], and this shows that 

the intrusion detection method based on Self-learning method and game theory is more effective than 

traditional method. 

Conclusion  

In this paper, the equilibrium situation of the game is analyzed, and the strategy income quantification 

method is improved based on the counterattack return and attack success rate. Based on the analysis of 
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mixed strategy, this paper proposes an intrusion detection training model based on learning 

characteristics. Experimental analysis shows the rationality and validity of the model and method in 

attack prediction and detection. 
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